
All non-gas kitchen appliances switched off and

isolated. All gas appliances

switched off and isolated. (ensure pilots out)

All windows and doors closed and secured.

All fire doors closed.

Air conditioning switched off and isolated.

Electric heaters switched off and isolated.

All unused fridges and freezers switched off and

isolated and doors wedged open and signed up as

such.

All portable electrical equipment is switched off

and unplugged with the socket

switched off.

All fixed electrical equipment switched off and

isolated at the spur.

All staff items removed.

All plant rooms and storerooms secured.

Alarms set on departure.

All chemicals and flammables stored/locked away

as per risk assessments.

All cash banked off site.

All cellar gas stored safely and isolated. 

Ensure all CCTV is fully functional and fit for

purpose at point of close down. Ensure the car

park where applicable is secured. If no gate or

barrier then consider a temporary option with

CCTV coverage.

Wet systems and water heaters. Please discuss

with your PPM engineers as to the best course of

action. To simply switch off hot water could

expose you to leaks, depending upon the condition

of your system.

Main bins to be emptied and deep cleaned or

removed from site. Bin area to be deep cleaned.

G E N E R A L  P O I N T S
Deep clean all bar service area.

Include bar top and in and out of any fridges, freezers

(including seals). All hard surfaces and hand contact

points. Ice machines and ice wells and all equipment.

All bins to be emptied and cleaned down.Beer lines/pumps

and post mix guns to be cleaned down.

Empty all stock from the bar back and shelves to secure

store

Deep clean of beer cellar and storage.

Full deep clean down of all front of house, public areas.

sanitise hand contact points

All toilets to be deep cleaned and sanitised including hand

wash sinks and urinals.

Plan in pest control visits.Ensure “bait map” is available on

site.

All unused fridges and freezers are switched off. Doors

wedged open and signed up accordingly.

Food and drink inventory/stock take completed and dated.

(Include use by dates).

Any food and drink that is to be left on the premises should

be in date and stored within the original packaging.

All freezers in use are operating at or below -15 degrees C.

record each itemised freezer. Place a full frozen bottle of

water in fridge with a small coin sitting on top of the frozen

water. This will allow future checks to determine if freezers

have had a defrost and re freeze. (the coin will re freeze

lower in the bottle) 

Ensure all bins, waste and cooking oil have been collected

from site. 

Consider any cask beer and post mix to be removed from

site.

Cancel all deliveries.     

Ensure copies of all O and M manuals and routine logs are

available on site.

Consider obscuring easily viewed windows even if just to

ground floor. Pull curtains where possible.

Plan in your PPM for all plant etc. include water

management.

Ensure all flammables are removed from site. don’t keep

stocks of linen, towels etc.

Strip beds and remove or safely store. 

Unplug all electrical items not to be in use.

Discard all opened, prepped food items.

If donating any unopened chilled foods to others or

charities, please ensure they are in the original packaging

with allergen and date code information.Get signed

evidence of this.

H & S  S U M M A R Y

P R E M I S E S  M A I N T E N A N C E
Pre-Close Checklist

In partnership with

Frozen food items to be kept in the original packaging.

Freezing down chilled foods should follow your company

HACCP policy on labelling and the use by date should not

go over the original shelf life.

Dry goods in original packaging in the store should be

sealed in pest proof containers.

Do a full stock take of all food and drink on the day of

closure. This should include date, quantities, use by dates

and any and evidence of disposal of items and quantities.

Ideally GM and other to sign off.All frozen items should

wherever possible be stored in accordance with your

HACCP.

Switch off all freezers and fridges that are not being used.

Dry off and label up accordingly and wedge door open.

Due to the unprecedented nature of the COVID-19 pandemic and

its affect on the hospitality sector, we appreciate that many hotels

had to close quickly and with very little warning. Therefore, we

have compiled this list, in conjunction with ThruFM, to enable you

to retrospectively assess whether all of the necessary pre-closure

checks have already been carried out. 


